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cross. On the other creekbank the path ascends a few
steps to continue downstream. Sixty metres on is a
false track straight ahead while the real track zigzags
up on your left. At this point on your left there could
be a small waterfall after heavy rain.
After passing a shelter site under a rock overhang
the track descends to the creek again. To cross the
creek a bit of ‘rock hopping’ is called for! Look for
carved steps on a rock in the creek and recently
painted white arrows. The track on the other side is
slightly downstream of where you met the creek.
Another fifty metres brings you below Echo Point.
There used to be a shelter shed here. Four stone
steps and an almost flat area between the track and
the creek are all that remain. Below is the junction of
Dantes Glen and Frederica Falls Creeks. At the bottom
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To Frederica Falls
See Map 3C

of the 4 steps an old track is obscured by small trees
growing on the fifth step! It zigzags down more steps
to a pool in Frederica Falls Creek.
Now your path heads upstream to Frederica Falls.
At one spot the track is actually in part of the creek
and stepping stones take you over the water.
Eighty metres past this is the location of the western end of the old Lucys Glen loop track. Only experienced bushwalkers should attempt this track. After
following the base of the rocks six stone steps lead
down to the creek. On the other side the track ascends more steps heading upstream. Fallen trees and
a washed-out piece of track make progress difficult.
Deviate uphill around the missing bit. 25 metres beyond this the track disappears — you need to cross
the creek here to pick up the last 10 metres of
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